Tenorshare Releases iTransGo to
transfer data from old iPhone to new
without iTunes or iCloud
NEW YORK, N.Y., Sept. 26, 2017 (SEND2PRESS NEWSWIRE) — Tenorshare launches
iTransGo, a new product designed to transfer files directly between any iOS
devices; clone everything from old iPhone to a new one with one simple click.
The original purpose of the software is just like the product manager said:
“Make data transfer on iPhone become easier for everyone.”

The launch of iTransGo really can be good news for those who recently bought
a new iPhone 8/8 Plus or iPhone X. With this program, they can easily import
all the files from the old iOS devices to new iPhone directly.
Being one of the featured iOS data transferring tools from Tenorshare,
iTransGo offers a convenient way to share contents between different iOS
devices without using iTunes or iCloud. The most amazing thing is you are
allowed to select file types to transfer, making data management more
flexible for users. Moreover, iTransGo also comes with lighting speed to
transfer all the large files like videos and photos in seconds.

The whole transferring process is totally safe; you don’t need to worry about
any data loss or damage.
Key Features of Tenorshare iTransGo:
Directly clone everything from one iPhone to another with 1 click.
Selectively transfer specific files to save valuable time.
Lightning-fast transfer speed: a full transfer of 128GB data can be done
in 5 minutes.
Automatically install apps and sync app data to new device after
migration.
Sync and share purchased music with different Apple IDs; no need to use
iTunes.
Intuitive interface and simple operating steps make it easy for everyone
Fully compatible with all iOS devices, including iPhone X/8/8 Plus/7/7
Plus/SE/6s/6s Plus/6/6 Plus/5S/5c/5, iPad and iPod touch
Support all iOS versions, including the latest iOS 11, iOS 10.3.3.
Price and Availability:
Free trial version and paid one are available now on the Tenorshare official
website: https://www.tenorshare.com/products/itransgo.html
To enjoy all features, just pay $39.95.
About Tenorshare:
Founded in 2007, Tenorshare is a global leader in iOS data transferring and
iOS system repairing field. It provides Windows and Mac based software,
including iPhone data recovery, iPhone data transfer, system repair, system
optimization, etc. For more information, visit our website:
https://www.tenorshare.com/
*VIDEO (YouTube): (https://youtu.be/ZDk6ZI5IRRc)

